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Abstract—Recent advances in transceiver design demonstrated
efficient self-interference (SI) cancellation and full-duplex com-
munication in a single band. The main challenge in the design
and deployment of an efficient full-duplex communication is to
address the problem of asymmetric data flow in a network with
symmetric link capacity. A system with symmetric radio resource
allocation, i.e. full-duplex, would under utilize the radio resources
when downlink and uplink traffic is asymmetric. Apparently,
this is because uplink or downlink may not have traffic to send
on the allocated resources which results in under utilization of
radio resource. In this paper, we propose a cross-layer model
to accommodate asymmetric traffic in full-duplex networks.
The proposed model considers the power and rate allocation
for the downlink and uplink users based on the observation
of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) from the
physical layer and uplink traffic buffer. Full-duplex transmission
characteristics are exploited for maximizing the downlink data
rate for asymmetric traffic. Simulation results prove that the
proposed model not only accommodate the asymmetric traffic but
also improves the overall system throughput while maintaining
the quality of service (QoS).

Index Terms—Asymmetric traffic, cross-layer, full-duplex,
medium access control, power allocation, rate adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current wireless communication networks provide various

services besides voice communications such as data and video

traffic. These multimedia services have changed the character-

istics of the traffic over communication networks. In terms

of traffic symmetry between uplink (user equipment to base-

station) and downlink (base-station to user equipment), current

traffic in communication networks generally have asymmetric

trends. For example, in internet access, a large amount of

traffic is transmitted in the downlink direction, compared to a

small amount of traffic in the uplink. The asymmetric traffic

would waste the radio resource and degrade its utilization in

the communication networks with symmetric radio resource

allocation.
The adaptive cell sizing and multi-hop transmission tech-

niques were proposed as a counter-space measures against

the performance degradation due to the non-uniform traffic

distributions between downlink and uplink. By adaptive cell

sizing technique in [1], each base-station autonomously adjusts

its coverage area by controlling its pilot signal transmission

power or its antenna beamforming so that the traffic load

becomes uniform across all base-stations. Moreover, in multi-

hop transmission proposed in [2], the uplink band is used for

transmissions from relay-stations to destination user equip-

ment’s to enhance the capacity in the downlink communi-

cation. Both adaptive cell sizing and multi-hop transmission

techniques are considered to be useful for the asymmetric traf-

fic accommodation for the system with fixed radio resources.

But these techniques are based on network level scenarios to

provide asymmetry in downlink and uplink. Therefore, it is

considerably important to investigate the accommodation of

asymmetric traffic in full-duplex networks.

In this paper, we provide analysis of the full-duplex trans-

mission link and provision of an asymmetric traffic accommo-

dation scheme using the cross-layer approach. The proposed

model exploits the underlying physical layer characteristics,

i.e. signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and network

layer transmission buffer. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first work on asymmetric traffic accommodation in full-

duplex operation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

outlines the concept and analysis of full-duplex transmission

characteristics which are exploited to accommodate traffic

asymmetry between downlink and uplink. Section III proposes

a cross-layer model for asymmetric traffic accommodation

in full-duplex networks. Section IV describes the system

model used in simulations. We present simulation results with

discussions on the investigation and validation of full-duplex

transmission and proposed cross-layer scheme in Section V.

Finally, this paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. MOTIVATION AND CONCEPT

Building a rate and power control algorithm requires a

clear understanding of transmission processes performed at

the PHY layer for a given radio hardware. In this section, we

presents the full-duplex transmission characteristics that affect

the design of the proposed scheme.

In a wireless network, the problem of self-interference (SI)

arises when a node transmits and receives simultaneously in

the same frequency band [3], [4]. Self-interference occurs, as a

part of the transmitted signal leaks or couples to the collocated

receiver. Thus a full-duplex receiver incurs strong in-band

interference. To support the full-duplex operation, transceiver

technology needs to be capable of isolating its own receiver

from the SI. In recent years, full-duplex communications

has attracted attention after the realisation of SI cancellation

techniques in the analogue, digital and hardware domains.
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The mechanism for SI cancellation in [5] was the first work

to realize a practical full-duplex transceiver by adding two

other techniques to the multiple antenna system, namely digital

and RF interference cancellation. The striking results of their

work proved that a SI cancellation gain of upto 70 dB can be

obtained by the combination of these techniques. Nevertheless

a residual SI remains as no perfect SI solution has been

introduced which results in increase in in-band interference.

So far only two extreme approaches to circumvent this

problem were thoroughly investigated in the literature. The

first one prevents any node to transmit and receive simulta-

neously, which leads to a conservative design i.e. half-duplex.

The second one assumes perfect SI cancellation which can

be too optimistic since it ignores all possible technological

limitations. However, in practice there are numerous techno-

logical limitations in the SI cancellation [6]. In our approach,

we overcome these limitations by proposing a model based on

power control and rate adaptation. The proposed model takes

the advantage of imperfection in the cancellation algorithms to

accommodate asymmetric traffic between uplink and downlink

in the presence of SI.

In a full-duplex transmission, the assigned frequency re-

source is fixed for both downlink and uplink. If the traffic

increases in the downlink, the base-station cannot allocate

more resource even when the uplink resource is sufficiently

large for the current uplink traffic volume. To achieve effi-

cient asymmetric traffic accommodation, the system needs to

increase the downlink transmission rate. One way to increase

the transmission rate without allocating more resources is to

increase the power that will result in high SINR, providing an

opportunity to transmit more bits per symbol by using a higher

modulation scheme. As illustrated in Fig. 1, during the full-

duplex transmission, the SINR at each node depends not only

on the transmit power at the other end of the link, but also the

collocated transmitter power. This is because the SI level in

the full-duplex receiver is a function of its own transmit power

(among other factors). It is noted that a full-duplex receiver

employs mechanism to cancel SI as much but still a residual

SI remains. The dependency of SINR on the transmit power

at both link ends creates the opportunity to adjust the SINR

on each node according to the traffic demand, and thereby

the transmission rate, at both ends. The proposed scheme in

this paper exploits the dependency of SINR on the collocated

transmitter power to accommodate the asymmetric traffic in

the downlink and uplink to maximize the SINR of downlink

satisfying minimum quality-of-service (QoS) requirements for

uplink. From a link perspective, power control can be seen as a

mean to control SINR of both downlink and uplink jointly and

to compensate for channel variations. This also depends on the

transmission rate requirements of the service in question.

III. PROPOSED CROSS-LAYER MODEL

By exploiting direct interactions across the multiple layers, a

cross-layer design can more efficiently support adaptation and

optimization in wireless system performance. Specifically, the

physical layer can adapt the modulation, power and coding

In-band noise floor

Base station User equipment

TXBS

TXUE

RXBS RXUE

SNRUL SNRDL
Interference 

level Interference 
level

Fig. 1. Power level in full-duplex link budget

to improve the network efficiency based on the channel and

network conditions, while the MAC layer can adaptively

allocate the resources based on the underlying link traffic and

interference conditions. The focus of the proposed scheme is

on the joint design of rate and power control.

A. Problem statement

The objective of the algorithm is to allocate transmit powers

to both downlink and uplink. The target is to maximize the

downlink SINR, γDL, with respect to the uplink SINR thresh-

old T . In this work, a utility function is not only used to adapt

the power consumption and service quality efficiently, but also

serve as a means of accommodating asymmetric downlink and

uplink traffic by minimizing the under utilization of resources.

Since the full-duplex link uses the same frequency band for

downlink and uplink, they mutually interfere with each other.

A simplified full-duplex radio link model is shown in Fig. 2.

Uplink

PBS

PUE

Channel loss g(t)

UE

SIUE

BS

Fig. 2. Full-duplex link

The base-station and user equipment transmit powers are

PBS and PUE respectively. The channel loss at both downlink

and uplink is characterized by go > 1. It is assumed that

efficient cancellation is employed to suppress the SI at each

link end. The achieved SI cancellation at base-station and

user equipment is denoted as SI BS and SI UE respectively.

Furthermore, there can be many different QoS constraints

depending on the specific applications like voice, video or

internet traffic. Thus, depending on the specific application, the

proposed algorithm must guarantee the required throughput,

latency and fairness.

Given a single full-duplex communication link and a chan-

nel loss go, a minimum uplink SINR threshold T is required to
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ensure QoS. The objective is to find the appropriate power and

rate allocation such that the maximum downlink SINR, γDL,

with respect to the uplink SINR threshold T , can be achieved.

The problem can be formulated as:

maximize
PBS

γDL = PBS − go − (PUE − SI UE)

subject to
(1)

0 ≤ PBS ≤ PBSmax (2)

0 ≤ PUE ≤ PUEmax (3)

γUL = PUE − go − (PBS − SI BS) ≥ T (4)

The constraints in (2) and (3) specify the valid power ranges

for base-station and user equipment in the presence of SI

cancellation respectively. The constraint in (4) specifies the

minimum uplink SINR required to have an error free commu-

nication between user equipment and base-station. The solu-

tion of problem in (1) is called the optimal power allocation.

The objective is to find the optimal power allocation that

maximizes the downlink SINR subject to the constraints given

by the optimization problem. It is a constrained and multi-

variable problem.

B. Power allocation

Let F denotes the feasible region, where for each point

(a, b) in F , there exists a corresponding SINR for downlink

and uplink satisfying (1), (2), (3) and (4). Point (a, b) repre-

sents PBS and PUE respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates the geometry

of F for the utility function given in (1) and evaluates the

optimal solution for different system parameters with the help

of simplex method.

F
5

10

15

5 15 20 2510

 

 

 

  

 0
A B

C

DE

Fig. 3. Feasible region ’F’: go=70dB, T =5dB, SI BS=90dB and SIUE=70dB

The simplex method works by finding a feasible initial

point, and then moving from that point to any vertex of the

feasible set that improves the utility function. Lets choose

point A(0,0) as a starting point, the utility function gives

γUL = 20 dB and γDL = 0 dB. From this point, we

can either move to point B(15,0) or point E(0,15). At Point

B(15, 0) the utility function decrease for γUL = 5 dB and

increase for γDL = 15 dB, while point E(0,15) increases

γUL = 35 dB and decrease γDL = −15 dB. Since point B

provides an improvement, we will select it as our first iteration.

At this point, the value of γDL increases from 0 dB to 15 dB,

while γUL = 5 dB remains within the threshold constraint.

From point B, we check whether a move to point C(23,8)

is advantageous, we know that moving back to A is not. At

Point C(23, 8) the utility function gives γUL = 5 dB and

γDL = 15 dB, which is same as point B. Now from point C,

we again have two options either to move back to Point B or

move forward to point D(23,15). Lets move to Point D and

check if there is any more improvement in γDL. At Point D,

the utility function for γDL increases to 12 dB and γUL drops

to 8 dB. Thus utility function maximizes on the boundary of

the feasible region. This means that downlink SINR maximize

when the uplink is on lower bound. Thus the optimal solutions

exist on the lower boundary of the feasible region.

C. Rate adaptation

Adaptive modulation enables the system to support high

data rate by varying the number of bits per symbol in accor-

dance to the instantaneous SINR, while satisfying a target bit

error rate (BER) value B. The transmission rate R for M-ary

quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) is given by [7],

[8].

R = log2(1 + γk) (5)

where

k =
1.5

− ln(5B)
(6)

The minimum required SINR corresponding to the target (B)

for M-QAM can be obtained by [7]

γ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2M+M
2 −2

3

(
erfc−1( BMlog2M

2M−
√

2M+M
2

)

)2

2(M−1)
3

(
erfc−1(B

√
Mlog2

√
M√

M−1
)

)2

(7)

Where, erfc is the complementary error function. After the

power control converges, the appropriate constellation size is

chosen according to the SINR value of uplink and downlink

which results in maximization of data rates. Table I shows

the minimum required SINR corresponding to various BER

during full-duplex operation based on our results. The detailed

analysis is presented in Section V.

TABLE I
REQUIRED SINR TO ACHEIVE BER THRESHOLD

BER Required SINR (dB)

10−1 4.5

10−2 6.5

10−3 7.1
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IV. SIMULATION MODEL

The link level model with full-duplex node at both ends is

presented in Fig. 4. The simulation parameters are listed in

Table II. An OFDM signal over the 20 MHz bandwidth is

assumed. The desired signal passed through an additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel which attenuates the signal

at 70 dB. Assuming a single path propagation channel and

free-space path-loss, this would be equivalent to a distance of

38 m at 2.0 GHz, or a distance of 15 m at 5.0 GHz. It is

assumed that the SI channel is AWGN, and the full-duplex

transceiver is capable to provide SI cancellation at both ends.

To evaluate the overall performance of the system, achieved

BER at the receiver and throughputs are calculated.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Value

Bandwidth 20 MHz

Transmit power BS [0,20] dBm

Transmit power UE [0,10] dBm

Channel path loss 70 dB

Cancellation at BS 90 dB

Cancellation at UE 70 dB

AWGN
PBS PUE

RXUE

TXUEAWGN

RXBS

TXBS

BS UE

Isolation 
factor

AWGN AWGN

Isolation 
factor

Fig. 4. Simulation Model

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To characterize the full-duplex transmission and validate the

performance of the designed scheme, performance measure

based on BER and throughput is considered with different

modulation schemes like BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-

QAM.

In Fig. 5 the BER performance of the full-duplex trans-

mission with different modulation schemes for downlink and

uplink is shown. It can be noted that initially γUL is 20 dB to

illustrate the effect of increase in γDL. The detrimental effect

in γUL is due to the increase in interference caused by the

collocated transmitter. The increase in collocated transmitter

power will effect until a certain threshold after which BER of

the collocated receiver get worse and no more transmission

is observed. The results exhibit that with the increase in the

downlink power level, γDL becomes better but at the same

time γUL degrades with the same factor. Thus, uplink with

a low power can coexist, as a underlay transmission, with

the downlink on the same frequency band. The coexistence

depends on the transmission power at both nodes.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
10−3

10−2

10−1

100

SINR [dB]

B
ER

BPSKD

QPSKD

16QAMD

64QAMD

BPSKU

QPSKU

16QAMU

64QAMU

Fig. 5. BER performance of full-duplex transmission

Fig. 6 shows the overall system throughput comparison

between half-duplex, full-duplex and full-duplex with the pro-

posed scheme. It can be seen that with the proposed scheme,

the downlink rate can be increased with the degradation in

uplink while satisfying the SINR and QoS constraints. When

we consider both the physical layer and the MAC layer, the

low SINR region suffers from the low packet transmission

rate and the high SINR region suffers from the increased

interference. At the optimal SINR the physical layer and the

MAC layer are balanced to achieve the maximum throughput.

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
0

50

100

150

200

250

Pathloss [dB]

Th
ro

ug
hp

ut
 (M

bp
s)

HD−D
HD−U
HD−T
FD−D
FD−U
FD−T
FD proposed−D
FD proposed−U
FD proposed−T

Downlink gain

Fig. 6. Throughput performance comparison

The improvement rate of the proposed scheme over the

general full-duplex in the presence of asymmetric traffic

between downlink and uplink is shown in Fig. 7. Asymmetric

traffic is modelled in a way that during general full-duplex

transmission, the resource block allocation depends on the

uplink traffic buffers where as in the proposed scheme the

resource block remains constant but the modulation scheme

is chosen according to the power allocated to both downlink

and uplink. It can be seen that after 50% of uplink traffic,

with the proposed scheme the overall throughput of the system

improves greatly but the uplink degrades. This is because of

the trade-off that the downlink performance improves while

the uplink performance degrades. Furthermore, after achieving

a saturation point of downlink, there is degradation to overall
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system throughput. Thus, the proposed model with power and

rate control is effective for asymmetric traffic accommodation

in full-duplex networks as well as improve overall system

throughput greatly.
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Fig. 7. Throughput comparison in asymmetric traffic

A. Multiuser scenario

To reflect the results achieved with proposed scheme in

multiuser scenarios, a cell with randomly distributed users is

simulated. The medium access is based on time-slot with each

user having downlink and uplink at the same time. The power

and rate allocation is optimized for each slot independently

and the algorithm is as follows: Fig. 8 shows CDF graph

Algorithm 1 Power and rate allocation for multi-user
scenario

1: For each user, calculate the free-space pathloss for both

uplink and downlink for a given time-slot by 128.1+37.6∗
log(R).

2: Calculate the power and SINR for both link ends based

on Eq. (1)

3: Generate the packets with random lengths.

4: Choose the modulation based on SNR and transmission.

5: Calculate throughput = number of symbol * modulation

* (1-BER). Go to Step 1.

6: Go to Step 1.

of throughput performance of half-duplex, full-duplex and

full-duplex with proposed scheme. It can be seen that the

same improvement in throughput with the proposed scheme

is observed when employ on a network with multiple nodes.

The average throughput of the downlink improve resulting

in increase overall system performance. Although the uplink

performance degrade than the general full-duplex transmission

but still more than half-duplex. Thus it can be concluded that

the proposed scheme helps to accommodate the asymmetric

traffic and results in better system performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

We provided a model to accommodate the asymmetric

traffic in full-duplex network when the communicating nodes

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
0
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Fig. 8. Throughput performance in multiuser scenario

employ SI cancellation. The cross-layer scheme consist of

power and rate allocation has been proposed to enhance the

overall system performance particularly downlink data rate

keeping uplink at required QoS. The BER and throughput

performance have been evaluated by simulations to analyse the

full-duplex transmission and demonstrate the effectiveness of

the proposed scheme. The simulation results illustrate that the

downlink data rate improves significantly resulting in increase

of overall system performance in the presence of asymmetric

traffic for full-duplex networks.
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